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FORMULAS FOR PROPELLERS IN YAW AND CHARTS OF THE SIDE-FORCE DERIVATIVE
By HERBERT S. R1BNER
SUMMARY
General.formulas are gicen.for propellers.for the rate of chang_
d side-force coe._cient with angle of yaw and .for the rate of
•hange o/ pitching-moment coe$fcient with angle of yaw.
?harts of the side..force deril_ative are given .for two propellers
)/different plan form. The charts co_r solidifies of two to
ilades and single and dual rotation. The blade angles range
from 15 ° or 20 ° to 60 °.
The equations and the charts computed from the equations
ere based oa an unpublished analysis that incorporates
'actors not adequately co_ered in pre_'iously published work and
fives good agreement with experiment over a wide range of
)perating conditions. A study of the equations indicates that
hey are consistent with the following physical interpretation:
(n developing side force, the propeller aas llke a fin of which
he area is the projected side area of the propeller, the effecti_,e
tspect ratio is of the order of 8, and the effective dynamic pres-
,ure is roughly that at the propeller disk as augraented by the
nflow. The variation of the inflow velocity, for a fixed-pitch
,)repeller, accounts for most of the oariatian of side force with
Ldcance--_liameter ratio.
The charts may be applied to obtain the rate of change of
_ormal-force coe.ffwient with angle of attack oJ the axis o.f rota-
ion if proper account is taken of the apwash or do_mwash from
he _l_ng.
INTRODUCTION
There has beepa need in stability analyses for a systematic
;cries of ('harts for the estimation of the rate of change of
)repeller side force with angle of yaw. Although the formula
]ew_]oped by Harris and Olauert in references l and 2 and
liscussed in reference 3, which expresses the side force in
,-aw in terms of coefficients for the unyawed propeller, is
'airly _atisfactory, there has been no adequate formula based
)t'imarily on the geometry of the propeller blades. An
mpublishi,d analysis has resulted in such a formula. The
_asi(" assumptions are similar to those of the vortex theory
'or the uninclined propeller when the Goldstein correction
'or finite number of blades is omitted. Comparison with a
mmber of experimental results has indicated that the ac-
•_zracy of :i= IO percent obtainable by the analytical method
s of the order obtained by the uncorrected vortex theory
"or the unin('tined propeller.
Tlw formula developed in the analysis and given herein
has twcn us(,d to l)reparc a series of charts giving the rate of
7_057_----48
change of side-force coefficient with angle of yaw as a func-
tion of the advance-diameter ratio V/nD; the blade angle
and solidity are parameters; the charts cover both single
and dual rotation. The computations were made for two
representative propellers, the Hamilton Standard 3155-6
and the NACA 10-3062-045. ,_[eans are given for inter-
polating for other propellers.
In order to make the present report complete in itself and
to make the charts more inte]l_gible, formulas for the side-
force and pitching-moment derivatives are given at the
outset with an explanatory text. The other propeller
stability derivatives with respect to yaw are zero.
For the purpose of expediting the publication of the charts,
the derivation of the formulas has been omitted from the
present paper. There is included herein, however, a graph
that shows a comparison of the theoretical values with the
experimental data of Lesley, Worley, and Moy (reference 4).
SYMBOLS
The formulas of the present report refer to a system of
body axes. For single-rotating propellers, the origin is at
the intersection of the axis of rotation and the plane of rota-
tion; for dual-rotating propellers, the origin is on the axis of
rotation halfway between the planes of rotation of the front
and rear propellers. The X-axis is coincident with the axis
of rotation and is directed forward; the Y-axis is directed to
the right; and the Z-axis is directed downwaM. The sym-
bols are defined as follows:
D propeller diameter
R tip radius
r radius to any blade element
S' disk area (TrD_/4)
x fraction of tip rtu[ius (r/R)
x0 minimum fraction of tip radius at which shank blade
sections develop lift (taken as 0.2)
x_ ratio of spinner radius to tip radius
B number of bla&_s
b blade section chord
4B b
0 75R -- ., soli,lityat . (3z_D)o 7_.)
Bo blade angle to zero-lift chord
B blade angle to refer(,nce (.hord, measured at 0.75R
station, degrees
1
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p geometric pitch
¢ angle of yaw, radians
ar angle of attack of thrust axis, radians
V free-stream velocity
q free-stream dynamic pressure (1 pV 2)
a infl.ow factor
l: axial velocity at propeller disk (V(l+a))
/(I +a)[(1 +a)-4- (1 _-4-2a)2]'_
.f(a) q-factor \ l+(l+2a) 2 ]
Cr thrust coefficient (Thrust/pn2D 4)
T< thrust coefficient (Thrust/pU_D 2or CrlJ 2)
n rotational speed, revolutions per second
J advance-diameter ratio (V/nD)
effective helix angle
T: velocity)( tan-_ 2mr--Slipstream rotational
Y side force (body axes)
Z normal force
]I pitching moment (body axes)
Cr'_ side-force derivative, that is, rate of change of side-
force coefficient with angle of yaw (_]
C.v'÷ pitching-moment derivative, that is, rate of change of
pitching-moment coefficient with angle of yaw
me average slope of section lift curve per radian (taken
as 0.95X2r)
k, spinner factor
k° sidewash factor
K constant in the equation for k,
Ii side-area index
A defined by equation (2a) (zero for dual-rotating
propellers)
12 integral defined by equation (2b)
/3 integral defined by equation (2c)
m defined by equation (3a)
Subscript:
0.75R measured at the 0.75R station (x=0.75)
FORMULAS
RATE OF CHANGE OF SIDE-FORCE COEFFICIENT WITH ANCLE OF YAW FOR
DUAL-ROTATING PROPELLER
The nature of the formulas for the side-force derivatives
makes it simpler to present the formula for the dual-rotating
propeller first. For a dual-rotating propeller, tlw side-force
derivative is
5YIb¢ kff(a)aI,
c,.'÷- 7):¢, -- i-Vk,_-I, (1)
where
spinner factor k_ 1.14
_idewm*h factor k,,.-_0.4
inflow factor a= _ r
2
q-factorf(a) = (1 +a)[(l +a) + (1 + 2a) z]l+(l+2a) 2 (lli
4B / \b
solidity at 0.75R _=_ (,D),.75R
3 f/ bside-area hidex II=_" mo _ b_r_ sin _o dx
and I_..f(a), k,, and ko are discussed in detail later.
Side-area index It.--The product nil is proportional to th,
area projected by the blades on a plane through the propcih.
axis. This area may be ('ailed the projected side ar(,a of th
propeller. The significant factor L has been termed "th
side-area index"; a is the solidity at the 0.75R station. I]
equation (1), k°aI_ is always small in comparison with unity
with the result that Cr'÷ is approximately proportional t,
aI_ and hence to the projected side area of the propelh,,
1
The factor _ may be regarded as a correction fo
aspect ratio.
If graphical integration is inconvenient, the si(le-ar_,:
index 11 may be evaluated quite simply and with suffieien
accuracy.by Gauss' rule for approxinmte integration (refl, J
once 5), which ordinarily requires fewer ordinates thai
Simpson's rule for the same accuracy. Details are givcl
in the appendix.
The q-factorJ:(a).--By the definition of a, the expressiot
l'(1-I-a) is the axial wind velocity at the propeller disk
Accordingly, (l-t-a):q is the dynamic pressure at the propel
ler disk. The value of J(a)q is only slightly less than (1 -aV.
for moderate inflows. Equation (1) shows, therefore, tha
the side force for a given ap.gle of yaw is roughly proportions
to the dynamic pressure at the propeller disk as augment(,,
by the inflow. A chart of the variation off(a) with T, i
given in figure 1.
Spinner factor k,.--If the propeller is provided with ,
spinner in combination with a liquid-_'ooled na4.t,lle, tii,
circumferential component of the side wind due to yaw i.
considerably increased in the re,on of the blade shank,
This circumstauce increases the side force by a factor t
which is closely given by
1-L. Jzo\J" / 0O.75R7k,=, i-- -._-. ............ lib
j_i(,bi_.brsR)sin flo ,lJ'
where x, is the ratio of the spinner radius to the tip radius an,
K is a const':nt which is approximately 0.90 fl)r a nacell,
fineness ratio of 6 and 1.00 for "l fineness ratio of infinity. F,,_
the spinners of present-day usage, k, is of the order o
1.14+0.04.
A similar effect undoubtedly occurs when spinners are use,
with air-cooled nacelles, but the estimation of _._ is 11101',
difficult. It is l'eConllllended that the fal'tor 1.14 t)e used.
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Sidewash factor ka.--The reduction of side force due to
tile sidewash of tile slipstream is accounted for by tile side-
wash factor k_ and by tile deviation of ](a) from the value
(1-:-a)L The accurate expression for k. is
ff b ): dx(1 + 2a) _ , (b_._s_ sin z _o x-
k" =-t[l+ (I + 2a) 2] _(b-0 r--_)sin Oo
(lc)
The effect is analogous to the reduction of wing lift by down-
wash. An average value of k, is 0.4.
Required accuracy, k, and k_._To the degree in which
comparison with existing experiments establishes the ac-
curacy of the side-force formulas--about -4-10 percent--it is
su/_ciently accurate to use the mean value 0.4 for k_ and,
f:)r the usmd size spinner (x.,=0.16), 1.14 for k,.
Physical interpretation of propeller in yaw.--A study of
equations (1) 'rod (2) in light of the discussion of the side-area
index It and the q-factor Ha), with data for representative
propellers, shows /hat the equations are consistent with the
following physical interpretation: In developing side force
in yaw, the propeller acts like a fin of which tim area is the
projected side area of the propeller. (The projected side area
is the area projected by the blades on a plane through the
a_:is of rotation. For one or two blades, this area varies with
azimuth; but the text refers to the average value, which is
given to a close approximation by one-half the number of
blades times the area projected by a single blade on a plane
containing the blade center line and the axis of rotation.)
This equivalent fin may with small error be regarded as
situated in the inflow at the propeller disk and subject to the
corresponding augmented dynamic pressore. The variation
of inflow velocity therefore accounts for most of the variation
of side force with advance-diameter ratio, for a fixed-pitch
propeller.
The effective aspect ratio of the projected side area is of
the order of two-thirds the geometric aspect ratio with dual
rotation. The effective aspect ratio is much less with single
than with dual rotation; the smaller aspect ratio accounts for
a reduction in the side force, which for the six-bla(i_, Hamilton
Standard propeller 3155-6 varies from 4 percent at _=55 °
to 24 percent at _=15 °. A mean vahw of tim _,ffectiv(,
aspect ratio for single- and dual-rotating prop_,llcrs of
present-day usage is 8.
aavg oF CnaNC,Xor SmE-rORCXCOXWP_ClSNTwI_ aNcI._ o_ raw FOR
SINGLE-ROTATING PROPELLER
For a singh,-rotating propeller, the si(h,-forcc (h.rivativc is
C b YIb¢_ k, f(a) a[t
r',_" _ = -¢_.... (2)
- q_, zt -- L r
_-_-I- x.(rlt
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The definitions of equation (1) still apply and
A--\
_(I+_/_)
where
3 _l bI:=_mo bo--_,sRcos 8ox dx
P
_' b cos 2h=m.. ,b_,T. z2dx
A family of approximate curves of h are given in figure 2
functions of V/nD, with the solidity a as the parame'
The curves are applicable for blade-angle settings at a gi"
value of V/nD in the range in which tile blades are
stalled. The data of figure 2 were computed for a deft1
propeller, Hamilton Standard 3155-6, but may be app]
to any other propeller with negligible error in Cv'_. q
variation of 2a/_r with T, is given in figure 3.
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The term 5 is positive over the operating range'of tile
propeller in flight and is roughly one-tenth of [,. Compari-
son of equation (2) for single rotation with equation (1) for
dual rotation shows that the effect of positive _ is a reduction
in Cr'_--that is, a single-rotating propeller experiences less
side force in yaw than the corresponding dual-rotating
propeller.
The reduction in side force in yaw reaches 24 percent for
low blade angles; its average is 15 percent. The reduction
is explained by the fact that the asymmetry of disk loading,
which for the single-rotating propeller produces the pitching
moment due to yaw, also induces a component of flow tend-
ing to reduce the effect of the angle of yaw. For dual-
rotating propellers, there is no resultant asymmetry because
the asymmetries of the disk loadings of the two sections are
so disposed as to compensate each other.
RAT_or ChANGe.Or PfTemNG MOMENTw_r. ANGL_or raw
For a dual-rotating propeller, the pitching-moment deriv-
ative is approximately zero for the reason previously men-
tioned. For a single-rotating propeller, this derivative is
given by
C. , _MlbC/ -4- kJ(a)rn
' *= _--_-= - f+k_,(I,-a) (3)
where the positive sign is to be taken for a right-hand
propeller and the negative sign for a left-hand propeller.
The definitions previously given are applicable here and
ah+2J 2a
1"
rn =-_-1 -I--h) (3a)
SIDE-FORCE CHARTS
Formulas (1) and (2) have been used to compute a series
of charts of the side-force derivative
This derivative, otherwise interpreted, is approximately
twice the area of an equivalent fin of average aspect ratio
divided by the disk area.
Each chart gives the variation of Cr'÷ with V,'_eD for a
range of blade angles and applies to a, definite solidity.
There is a series of charts for each of two blade forms. One
blade form is a conventional type, Hamilton Standard
3155-6, with a plan form almost symmetrical about the
maximum chord, which is at approximately the 0.60R
station. The other blade form, NACA 10--3062-045, has
a wide, almost uniform chord out to the 0.75R station and a
rounded tip section. The plan forms and pitch distributions
for the two propellers are shown in figure 4.
Hamilton Standard propeller 3155--8.--The charts of
figures 5 to 9 apply to Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6.
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 are for the two-, three-, four-, and six-
blade single-rotating propellers, respectively. Figure 9 is
for a six-blade dual-rotating propeller. The solidity • varies
from 0.061 for the two-blade propeller to 0.182 for the
six-blade propellers.
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A liquid-cooled nacelle of fineness ratio 6 was assumed and
the spinner diameter was taken as 0.164 times the propeller
diameter in determining the spinner factor/c,. The average
value of k,, which depends slightly on the blade-angle setting,
is about 1.125. This value signifies that, on the average,
12.5 percent has been added to the values which would be
obtained in the absence of a spinner.
The values of 7", used in the computations were obtained
from figures 24 and 26 of reference 6 for the 25 ° and 45 °
blade angles and were interpolated for the other blade
angles with the aid of figure 15 of reference 7.
NACA propeller 10-3062-045.--The charts of figures 10
to 13 apply to NACA propelh, r 10-3062-045. Figures 10,
l l, and 12 are for the two-, three-, and four-blade single-
rotating propellers, respertively. Figure 13 is for a six-
blade dual-rotating propt,llcr. The solidity a varies from
0.0825 for the two-blade propeller to 0.247 for the six-blade
propeller.
The spinner-nacelle proportions were taken the same as
for Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6, and the corre-
sponding average value of the spinner factor k, is 1.15.
The values of T, used in the computations were obtaim
from unpublished ex'perimental curves for the three-bla_
single-rotating propeller. The curves were extrapolah
for fewer blades and for more blades and for dual rotati(-
with the aid of figures 24 and 26 of reference 6. It is b
lieved that the errors in Cv'÷ introduced by crrol._ in tl
extrapolation are within 2 or 3 percent.
Comparison with experiment.--Figure 14 preseut._ tl
variation of the side-force derivative with advam'c-dlamt,t,
ratio for the two-blade model propeller of n,f_,ron(.c
Curves computed from the formulas of the present r_,pc,
are plotted with the experimental values.
Interpolation for blade shape and solidity.--The [.()_
putations show that, within the usual rang(,, I)ladc twist h_
a relatively small effect on Cr'÷. The three importal
parameters are solidity, blade t_i,e:le at 0.75R, and plan for_!
for a given "i'/nD. The charts for a given plan form nhl
be interpolated linearly from the charted values for variatiot
of solidity a and blade angle _.
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The determination of Cv'÷ for plan forms between those of
Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6 and NACA propeller
10-3062-045 would be expected to require a double inter-
polation, one for solidity, because the two propellers are not
charted at the same solidities, and a second one for plan
form. A simpler procedure results from the following
considerations:
For a given solidity, it is found that the plan fi)rm of the
NACA propeller 10-3062-045 yields about 13 percent more
side force than does the plan form of the Hamilton Standard
propeller 3155-6 at the same V/nD. The factor 1.13 hohls
witlfin 2 or 3 percent near the line of zero thrust ahhough
the _,rror increases to about 6 percent at low V/nD and high
thrust. To this accuracy the side-force coefficient for a
propeller of a given plan form and solidity o-=0.091, for
example, cot,ld be estimated from the tr=0.09l chart of
Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6 by comparing the given
plan form with the plan forms of Hamilton Standard 3155-6
and NACA 10-3062--045 propellers in figure 4 and increasing
the ordinates from the chart by the appropriate h'action of
13 percent. In making the plan-form comparison, most
weight should be given the root sections of the blade. If the
solidity _ does not correspond to that of one of the chat'is.
two charts of different solidity for the same propeller may b_,
interpolated linearly.
Use of charts for propellers in pitch.--The charts with
pitch substituted for yaw can be usetl to obtain the rate of
change of normal force with angh, of attack of thrust axis, if
the influence of tim wing on the angh. of flow at tim propeller
is incluth,d. The upwash ('an t)e taken into account, if tit(*
propeller is in front of tim wing, by multiplying tim Vahie of
Cr'÷ now intcrpreted as --Cz'=r= _S7 ] I)y t plus the
rate of change with angle of attacl_ of the angh, of upwash
induced at the propeller by the -Ting. tf the propeller is
behind the wing, the factor shouhl be l mitres the raw of
change with angle of attack of the angle of downwash induced
at the propeller by the wing.
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FIGU ag 13.--Side-force derlvatlve for dual-rotating NACA propeller t0-3062-045 with spinner. Six blades; ¢-0.247.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Equations for propellers in yaw and charts of the side-force
derivative have been given herein for single- and dual-
rotating propellers in terms of a side-area index and a
dynamic-pressure factor, which is a function of the inflow
factor. The study of these equations indicates that they are
consistent with the following physical interpretation: In de-
veloping side force, the propeller acts like a fin of which the
area is the projected side area of tile propeller, the effective
aspect ratio is of the order of 8, and the effective dynamic
pressure is roughly that at the propeller disk as augmente,
by the inflow. The variation of the inflow velocity, for
fixed-pitch propeller, accounts for most of the variation o
side-force with advance-diameter ratio.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAt'TICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 7, 1948.
APPENDIX
Gauss' rule forapproximate integration may be expressed
by the relation
where x,to z.are certainabscissasand P, to P. are Gauss'
coefficients.For the integralsof the present report,five
ordinatesare found tobe sufficientodetermine Cr', within
I percent. For zo taken as 0.2 and z.+_taken as I, the
appropriate values are
xt = 0.238 Pl = 0.095
x2=0.385 P2=0.191
x,=0.600 /'3=0.228
x4=0.815 P_=0.191
x5=0.963 P_ = 0.095
f :bAs an example, the integral _ sin ;30dx which occurs
in It may be evaluated as
(b/D)o._5, sin _oo._(b/D) o.23,,_sin _o_.a3sa+ 0.191 (b/D)o.75,0.005 (b/D)o._3,,
+0.228 (b/D)o_, sin flogs00,+0.191 (b/D)o.s,s, sin _,o.s,._R(b/D)o.na " (b/D)_ T_t_
(b/D)o._,_,,
-1 0.095 ib/D)o.7sR sin _%._._,_
b/D has been written for its equivalent bb_=_
where (b/D)o.7_l,
in recognition of the practice of using b/D as the plau-form
variable.
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